Housing Correction
To the Editor:
In his report progress on Cambridge Housing (The Tech, Dec. 13) Bob Donati was apparently reporting before the fact. He reported to the Graduate Student Council, at its December 9 meeting, passed resolutions concerning the housing crisis but the text of the resolutions given in the newspaper was an amended version, which was amended before passage.

The changes were not substantial but because the GSC felt that MIT was a more desirable place to live than were other friendly, local slumlords, point two should read "MIT" in appreciation of the current housing crisis, should desist from purchasing any further housing in remodelling Burton House and taking point two, and number three should read "MIT" in place of "our point of view. Specifically, the Graduate Student Council for its interest and concern.

Burton resident; this in turn has helped Mr. Bishoff's argument to the E'; or:

Letters to The Tech
Burton or Ashdow
To the Editor:
I would like to commend the Graduate Student Council on their efforts in the housing problems in Cambridge and here at MIT. One of its recommendations deserves further comment from our point of view. Specifically this is the proposal delay in the renovation of Burton House. We understand the need for new graduate housing at MIT because there is a problem here. This problem cannot be solved, we feel, by delaying renovation of Burton House. This suggestion shows that the Council, on the basis of the need improvement in graduate housing rather than on the fact that Burton House was temporary housing.
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